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Past Life & Spirit WorldRegressions hold a wealth of answers. Who are you? Why are you here?
What is your life purpose? Past Life Regressions and Spirit World Regressions provide deep
healing answers to your life’s most difficult questions. You’ll learn about these two unique kinds
of regressions with stories of actual regressions along with Shannon’s insights and enlightening
narrative. These amazing stories enable you to tap into your soul at profoundly deep levels and
to begin awakening to your own soul’s journey. The benefits of regression are numerous and
include: •Healing•Finding your life purpose •Expanding your intuition & discovering your
soul•Receiving spiritual guidance and instruction•Diminishing your fear of death •Meeting your
Spirit Guides & Council of Elders•Recognizing your important relationships & lessons in your
present life•Receiving deep emotional release and freedom
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author, except for the inclusion of quotations in a review.Cover art by Daniel Holeman:
AwakenVisions.comCover by Killer CoversPrinted by Ebook Library Kindle
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PossibilitiesCo-authored with Scott Peck Acknowledgments Little did I know at the time I began
writing this book that it would bring such a powerful transformation into my life.As the book
process gained momentum, it pulled me into a vast expansion propelling my soul’s growth,
which has been a wonderful surprise and it also changed me. There are 3 key people who I want
to thank profusely.I wish to express the wonderful fortune of being trained as a Past Life
Regression counselor by Dr. Linda Backman. You will read more about Linda in the Introduction.
My heart pours out with gratitude and admiration having her as a role model and influence on
the subject of regression and the soul. And I’ll tell you why.Linda is renowned for being one of the
world’s most knowledgeable regression therapists, having given in excess of an astounding
10,000 regressions over a period of the last 24 years. I love calling her for her updates as she is
constantly learning, as I am, from her guides, about souls. Her many years of experience have
taught her volumes on this all important subject. She is truly an authority and expert on the
subject.Linda treats her clients with great tenderness, respect, and sacredness. She truly honors
her clients as souls. Because of her loving influence and teachings, I am able to offer
professional Past Life and Spirit WorldRegressions as a spiritual healer. This is my life passion.I
wish to also thank my beloved husband and soul mate, Scotty, who has been lovingly by my side
cheering me on from the very beginning when this book was just a small idea in the back of my
mind.His confidence and encouragement were a powerful ignition and inspiration launching me
into action. And his constant interest and discussions about the subject of past life regression as
well as the book’s content, helped to shape this book. These contributions have taken me to a



new level as a regressionist. Through his love and belief in me, I was able to write this book so
important to my soul.As the book gathered steam and I began writing about the regressions
which I was giving, I realized that I needed a sharp editor to help keep me on track. Then
something wonderful happened. My guides sent the finest editor in the world to come and help
me, my daughter, Kaia Alexander.Through our many months together pouring over the
magnificent regressions, her intelligent questions continually lifted me higher and caused me to
clarify my role and skills as a regressionist while she assisted me with clarity, so important for
each regression’s story.From her high standard of requiring refined explanations and definitions,
I found my clear voice to describe what happened in the regressions, the benefits, and how it
changed my clients. It’s been a wonderful gift being able to work together and getting closer as
mother-daughter.This has all been to serve the goal of showing you the endless possibilities of
Past Life and Spirit World Regressions. I hope that you find it as fascinating and educational as I
do! Contents Books by Shannon PeckAcknowledgmentsContentsIntroduction … 11 Part I
Chapter 1: Your Soul … 21 Chapter 2: Past Life Regression … 37 Chapter 3: Spirit World
Regression … 55 Part II – Past Life Regression Stories Chapter 4: Clearing Blocks of Sadness
and Depression … 73 Chapter 5: Healing Childhood Trauma and Reuniting with God’s
Presence … 81 Chapter 6: Lean on Your Guides and Know You Are Not Alone … 89 Chapter
7: Love is What You Came Here to Learn and Protect … 103 Chapter 8: Overcoming Grief and
Reconnecting with a Deceased Loved One … 113 Chapter 9: Self-Worth and Life Purpose
Realized … 129 Part III – Spirit World Regression Stories Chapter 10: A Destiny with
Prosperity … 141 Chapter 11: An Interplanetary Soul and A Spirit Guide in Training … 157
Chapter 12: A Light Worker from the Angelic Realm … 169 Chapter 13: A Soul of Infinite
Possibilities … 181 Chapter 14: Strength and Protection from Archangel Michael … 191
Chapter 15: My Own Personal Regressions … 201 About the AuthorHow to Contact or Book a
Session Introduction I’ve been a spiritual healer for over 35 years.My spiritual service began in
the mid 1970s when I was first guided to become a professional spiritual healer. In response to a
feeling of great compassion for others, I developed a private healing practice, offering healing
through metaphysics, prayer, and intuition. I answered calls for help on a daily basis, offering my
love while giving the finest healing response, based on divine guidance, that I could possibly
offer my clients.I witnessed a world of endless and wonderful - even miraculous - healings.
Some were physical, some were emotional, and many were life changing. I found that
transformation through divine guidance brought immense liberation to my clients.Over the years,
I became increasingly aware of the power of love to bring healing, whether the problem was a
health problem, a troubling relationship, financial distress, a life crisis, or other
challenge. Sometimes healings came easily and swiftly but, at other times, there seemed to be
hidden problems presenting complexities which were controlling the situation. I learned how to
use intuition and prayer to uncover many of the greater, hidden problems which required
attention in order to actualize the healing. Often, I found that an emotional crisis or trauma from
troubling relationships manifested as a disease, an illness, or another physical condition. At



these times, I always dug deeper to try and uncover the hidden layers of the original problem. I
agree with recovery expert Gabor Mate when he says, “The issues are in the tissues.” In the mid
1990s I came across a book, Journey of Souls by Dr. Michael Newton, where he shared his
story as a therapist who accidentally discovered that his client had not only gone back to a past
life but that she was in another place entirely.He came to understand that she had gone to Spirit
World, a home base for the soul and where we go in between lives. I was fascinated and wanted
to learn more, yet the subject was new and little was known about it. Few books existed on the
subject. Even today, information about this all-important subject is relatively new to the past few
decades and spiritual seekers like me and my clients who want more because the subject is so
powerfully transforming, awakening, and healing. That’s also why I’m writing this book.Also, as I
delve into how other regressionists like myself are doing the work, I not only find their work to be
greatly inspiring, but I’m discovering that each of us utilizes different techniques and approaches
to regressions. There’s much to gain from further research, publishing, and sharing. The
possibilities open to us through Past Life and Spirit World Regressions are truly limitless!My
distinction is that I approach regression as a healer and, as a healer, I’m acutely aware of the
transformative power of witnessing your Higher Self.My many years of training have taught me
that defining the answer to the question, “Who are you?” leads directly to an awakening to your
soul which opens the door to a world of healing.Around the year 2000, after decades of healing,
I arrived at the conclusion that one of the factors that affects and even determines healing is self-
love. Most people barely scratch the surface of loving themselves and it bears a great cost
across lifetimes. Another factor that affects and influences your ability - or inability - to heal is the
love or lack of love shared in your most intimate relationships. I’ve come to the realization that
these 2 factors combined would resolve a world of your problems and they also hold great
potential for your happiness. About this time, in addition to having a spiritual healing practice, my
husband Scott Peck and I began writing books and articles on love.Our work together then
morphed into doing workshops on love and healing. We also hosted a live weekly national radio
broadcast on SIRIUS satellite, called, “Love Talk,” where we took questions from listeners and
dived into the deep end, applying love and healing to people’s relationships, while exploring
solutions that bring deeper understanding.In 2006 my parents moved to San Diego from
Arkansas. My daughter gave birth to my grandson in 2011, and also moved nearby. These were
happy but demanding years.My parents who were energetic, happy, and mentally lucid required
help as they entered their nineties, and so I became their caregiver until their deaths in 2016 and
2017 respectfully.I feel so fortunate to have been there to give generous love and care to them
until the end of their lives. During these years, I found it necessary to retire from my spiritual
healing practice since I could no longer accommodate healing appointments in my schedule.I’m
grateful that I was able to care for each of my elderly parents all the way through their hospice
care and death. This intense experience led me to read many books on death and dying.During
this time, I was contemplating the entire process of death and dying as well as the immortality of
our souls.Where do we go after dying? What do we do? My interest culminated with Past Life



and Spirit World Regressions where I’ve discovered many answers to these major issues.Plus,
it’s opened me and my clients to feeling deep comfort about the entire process of dying and
what happens afterward, as there is no question the soul lives beyond death. This has become
my life purpose and has shaped my attitude about living and dying.In the midst of my caregiving
years, in 2013, my daughter gave me a book about past life regression by Linda Backman,
Ed.D. Dr. Backman had worked with Michael Newton and been with the Newton Institute,
personally co-developing the training program with Dr. Newton for their Between Lives
Regression therapists.I was intensely interested in meeting her and experiencing what she
called a “Between Lives Soul Regression” (what I call in this book a Spirit World Regression). It
felt like an extension from when I first learned about this subject from Michael Newton’s book,
Journey of Souls.Linda was coming to California within a few weeks and I scheduled a
regression with her. Little did I know back then that I was morphing into an entirely new method
of healing, only this time it would be what I consider to be the zenith of all healing methods. My
regression with Linda was life changing as I saw the possibilities of who I am as a soul.Soon
after my regression with her, I learned that Linda was training her own students to become
regression therapists. I leapt at the chance! My husband, Scott, joined me in the training and
together we became certified Past Life and Between Lives Soul Regression counselors. After
our training and in coming years, we gave each other over 50 regressions to explore the topic
thoroughly. And to this day, we still give each other regressions. As a result, our lives have
changed dramatically. We discovered that the Higher Self, your soul, is very real. And, beyond
your personality, your soul is your true identity.Because we came to know each other as a Higher
Self, or soul, this took precedence in our relationship. We became two souls loving each other as
souls. Trust me when I tell you the deepening of the love and intimacy between us, as a result of
this, is indescribable and beautiful.Giving and receiving so many regressions tapped into my
love of healing and a desire to offer regressions professionally.In my work, I offer two forms of
regressions: Past Life Regression and Spirit World Regression. Regressions lend tremendous
mental clarity and immediate practical solutions to your life, including your soul’s purpose and
meaning. It occurs within an enormous overarching context which can be gained in no other
way. This immortal perspective offers astounding spiritual insight.This book is a compilation of
regressions with some of my clients.

This has all been to serve the goal of showing you the endless possibilities of Past Life and Spirit
World Regressions. I hope that you find it as fascinating and educational as I
do! Contents Books by Shannon PeckAcknowledgmentsContentsIntroduction … 11 Part I
Chapter 1: Your Soul … 21 Chapter 2: Past Life Regression … 37 Chapter 3: Spirit World
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Reconnecting with a Deceased Loved One … 113 Chapter 9: Self-Worth and Life Purpose
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Session Introduction I’ve been a spiritual healer for over 35 years.My spiritual service began in
the mid 1970s when I was first guided to become a professional spiritual healer. In response to a
feeling of great compassion for others, I developed a private healing practice, offering healing
through metaphysics, prayer, and intuition. I answered calls for help on a daily basis, offering my
love while giving the finest healing response, based on divine guidance, that I could possibly
offer my clients.I witnessed a world of endless and wonderful - even miraculous - healings.
Some were physical, some were emotional, and many were life changing. I found that
transformation through divine guidance brought immense liberation to my clients.Over the years,
I became increasingly aware of the power of love to bring healing, whether the problem was a
health problem, a troubling relationship, financial distress, a life crisis, or other
challenge. Sometimes healings came easily and swiftly but, at other times, there seemed to be
hidden problems presenting complexities which were controlling the situation. I learned how to
use intuition and prayer to uncover many of the greater, hidden problems which required
attention in order to actualize the healing. Often, I found that an emotional crisis or trauma from
troubling relationships manifested as a disease, an illness, or another physical condition. At
these times, I always dug deeper to try and uncover the hidden layers of the original problem. I
agree with recovery expert Gabor Mate when he says, “The issues are in the tissues.” In the mid
1990s I came across a book, Journey of Souls by Dr. Michael Newton, where he shared his
story as a therapist who accidentally discovered that his client had not only gone back to a past
life but that she was in another place entirely.He came to understand that she had gone to Spirit
World, a home base for the soul and where we go in between lives. I was fascinated and wanted
to learn more, yet the subject was new and little was known about it. Few books existed on the
subject. Even today, information about this all-important subject is relatively new to the past few
decades and spiritual seekers like me and my clients who want more because the subject is so
powerfully transforming, awakening, and healing. That’s also why I’m writing this book.Also, as I
delve into how other regressionists like myself are doing the work, I not only find their work to be
greatly inspiring, but I’m discovering that each of us utilizes different techniques and approaches
to regressions. There’s much to gain from further research, publishing, and sharing. The
possibilities open to us through Past Life and Spirit World Regressions are truly limitless!My
distinction is that I approach regression as a healer and, as a healer, I’m acutely aware of the
transformative power of witnessing your Higher Self.My many years of training have taught me
that defining the answer to the question, “Who are you?” leads directly to an awakening to your
soul which opens the door to a world of healing.Around the year 2000, after decades of healing,



I arrived at the conclusion that one of the factors that affects and even determines healing is self-
love. Most people barely scratch the surface of loving themselves and it bears a great cost
across lifetimes. Another factor that affects and influences your ability - or inability - to heal is the
love or lack of love shared in your most intimate relationships. I’ve come to the realization that
these 2 factors combined would resolve a world of your problems and they also hold great
potential for your happiness. About this time, in addition to having a spiritual healing practice, my
husband Scott Peck and I began writing books and articles on love.Our work together then
morphed into doing workshops on love and healing. We also hosted a live weekly national radio
broadcast on SIRIUS satellite, called, “Love Talk,” where we took questions from listeners and
dived into the deep end, applying love and healing to people’s relationships, while exploring
solutions that bring deeper understanding.In 2006 my parents moved to San Diego from
Arkansas. My daughter gave birth to my grandson in 2011, and also moved nearby. These were
happy but demanding years.My parents who were energetic, happy, and mentally lucid required
help as they entered their nineties, and so I became their caregiver until their deaths in 2016 and
2017 respectfully.I feel so fortunate to have been there to give generous love and care to them
until the end of their lives. During these years, I found it necessary to retire from my spiritual
healing practice since I could no longer accommodate healing appointments in my schedule.I’m
grateful that I was able to care for each of my elderly parents all the way through their hospice
care and death. This intense experience led me to read many books on death and dying.During
this time, I was contemplating the entire process of death and dying as well as the immortality of
our souls.Where do we go after dying? What do we do? My interest culminated with Past Life
and Spirit World Regressions where I’ve discovered many answers to these major issues.Plus,
it’s opened me and my clients to feeling deep comfort about the entire process of dying and
what happens afterward, as there is no question the soul lives beyond death. This has become
my life purpose and has shaped my attitude about living and dying.In the midst of my caregiving
years, in 2013, my daughter gave me a book about past life regression by Linda Backman,
Ed.D. Dr. Backman had worked with Michael Newton and been with the Newton Institute,
personally co-developing the training program with Dr. Newton for their Between Lives
Regression therapists.I was intensely interested in meeting her and experiencing what she
called a “Between Lives Soul Regression” (what I call in this book a Spirit World Regression). It
felt like an extension from when I first learned about this subject from Michael Newton’s book,
Journey of Souls.Linda was coming to California within a few weeks and I scheduled a
regression with her. Little did I know back then that I was morphing into an entirely new method
of healing, only this time it would be what I consider to be the zenith of all healing methods. My
regression with Linda was life changing as I saw the possibilities of who I am as a soul.Soon
after my regression with her, I learned that Linda was training her own students to become
regression therapists. I leapt at the chance! My husband, Scott, joined me in the training and
together we became certified Past Life and Between Lives Soul Regression counselors. After
our training and in coming years, we gave each other over 50 regressions to explore the topic



thoroughly. And to this day, we still give each other regressions. As a result, our lives have
changed dramatically. We discovered that the Higher Self, your soul, is very real. And, beyond
your personality, your soul is your true identity.Because we came to know each other as a Higher
Self, or soul, this took precedence in our relationship. We became two souls loving each other as
souls. Trust me when I tell you the deepening of the love and intimacy between us, as a result of
this, is indescribable and beautiful.Giving and receiving so many regressions tapped into my
love of healing and a desire to offer regressions professionally.In my work, I offer two forms of
regressions: Past Life Regression and Spirit World Regression. Regressions lend tremendous
mental clarity and immediate practical solutions to your life, including your soul’s purpose and
meaning. It occurs within an enormous overarching context which can be gained in no other
way. This immortal perspective offers astounding spiritual insight.This book is a compilation of
regressions with some of my clients.

Introduction I’ve been a spiritual healer for over 35 years.My spiritual service began in the mid
1970s when I was first guided to become a professional spiritual healer. In response to a feeling
of great compassion for others, I developed a private healing practice, offering healing through
metaphysics, prayer, and intuition. I answered calls for help on a daily basis, offering my love
while giving the finest healing response, based on divine guidance, that I could possibly offer my
clients.I witnessed a world of endless and wonderful - even miraculous - healings. Some were
physical, some were emotional, and many were life changing. I found that transformation through
divine guidance brought immense liberation to my clients.Over the years, I became increasingly
aware of the power of love to bring healing, whether the problem was a health problem, a
troubling relationship, financial distress, a life crisis, or other challenge. Sometimes healings
came easily and swiftly but, at other times, there seemed to be hidden problems presenting
complexities which were controlling the situation. I learned how to use intuition and prayer to
uncover many of the greater, hidden problems which required attention in order to actualize the
healing. Often, I found that an emotional crisis or trauma from troubling relationships manifested
as a disease, an illness, or another physical condition. At these times, I always dug deeper to try
and uncover the hidden layers of the original problem. I agree with recovery expert Gabor Mate
when he says, “The issues are in the tissues.” In the mid 1990s I came across a book, Journey of
Souls by Dr. Michael Newton, where he shared his story as a therapist who accidentally
discovered that his client had not only gone back to a past life but that she was in another place
entirely.He came to understand that she had gone to Spirit World, a home base for the soul and
where we go in between lives. I was fascinated and wanted to learn more, yet the subject was
new and little was known about it. Few books existed on the subject. Even today, information
about this all-important subject is relatively new to the past few decades and spiritual seekers
like me and my clients who want more because the subject is so powerfully transforming,
awakening, and healing. That’s also why I’m writing this book.Also, as I delve into how other
regressionists like myself are doing the work, I not only find their work to be greatly inspiring, but



I’m discovering that each of us utilizes different techniques and approaches to regressions.
There’s much to gain from further research, publishing, and sharing. The possibilities open to us
through Past Life and Spirit World Regressions are truly limitless!My distinction is that I
approach regression as a healer and, as a healer, I’m acutely aware of the transformative power
of witnessing your Higher Self.My many years of training have taught me that defining the
answer to the question, “Who are you?” leads directly to an awakening to your soul which opens
the door to a world of healing.Around the year 2000, after decades of healing, I arrived at the
conclusion that one of the factors that affects and even determines healing is self-love. Most
people barely scratch the surface of loving themselves and it bears a great cost across
lifetimes. Another factor that affects and influences your ability - or inability - to heal is the love or
lack of love shared in your most intimate relationships. I’ve come to the realization that these 2
factors combined would resolve a world of your problems and they also hold great potential for
your happiness. About this time, in addition to having a spiritual healing practice, my husband
Scott Peck and I began writing books and articles on love.Our work together then morphed into
doing workshops on love and healing. We also hosted a live weekly national radio broadcast on
SIRIUS satellite, called, “Love Talk,” where we took questions from listeners and dived into the
deep end, applying love and healing to people’s relationships, while exploring solutions that
bring deeper understanding.In 2006 my parents moved to San Diego from Arkansas. My
daughter gave birth to my grandson in 2011, and also moved nearby. These were happy but
demanding years.My parents who were energetic, happy, and mentally lucid required help as
they entered their nineties, and so I became their caregiver until their deaths in 2016 and 2017
respectfully.I feel so fortunate to have been there to give generous love and care to them until
the end of their lives. During these years, I found it necessary to retire from my spiritual healing
practice since I could no longer accommodate healing appointments in my schedule.I’m grateful
that I was able to care for each of my elderly parents all the way through their hospice care and
death. This intense experience led me to read many books on death and dying.During this time,
I was contemplating the entire process of death and dying as well as the immortality of our
souls.Where do we go after dying? What do we do? My interest culminated with Past Life and
Spirit World Regressions where I’ve discovered many answers to these major issues.Plus, it’s
opened me and my clients to feeling deep comfort about the entire process of dying and what
happens afterward, as there is no question the soul lives beyond death. This has become my life
purpose and has shaped my attitude about living and dying.In the midst of my caregiving years,
in 2013, my daughter gave me a book about past life regression by Linda Backman, Ed.D. Dr.
Backman had worked with Michael Newton and been with the Newton Institute, personally co-
developing the training program with Dr. Newton for their Between Lives Regression therapists.I
was intensely interested in meeting her and experiencing what she called a “Between Lives Soul
Regression” (what I call in this book a Spirit World Regression). It felt like an extension from
when I first learned about this subject from Michael Newton’s book, Journey of Souls.Linda was
coming to California within a few weeks and I scheduled a regression with her. Little did I know



back then that I was morphing into an entirely new method of healing, only this time it would be
what I consider to be the zenith of all healing methods. My regression with Linda was life
changing as I saw the possibilities of who I am as a soul.Soon after my regression with her, I
learned that Linda was training her own students to become regression therapists. I leapt at the
chance! My husband, Scott, joined me in the training and together we became certified Past Life
and Between Lives Soul Regression counselors. After our training and in coming years, we gave
each other over 50 regressions to explore the topic thoroughly. And to this day, we still give each
other regressions. As a result, our lives have changed dramatically. We discovered that the
Higher Self, your soul, is very real. And, beyond your personality, your soul is your true
identity.Because we came to know each other as a Higher Self, or soul, this took precedence in
our relationship. We became two souls loving each other as souls. Trust me when I tell you the
deepening of the love and intimacy between us, as a result of this, is indescribable and
beautiful.Giving and receiving so many regressions tapped into my love of healing and a desire
to offer regressions professionally.In my work, I offer two forms of regressions: Past Life
Regression and Spirit World Regression. Regressions lend tremendous mental clarity and
immediate practical solutions to your life, including your soul’s purpose and meaning. It occurs
within an enormous overarching context which can be gained in no other way. This immortal
perspective offers astounding spiritual insight.This book is a compilation of regressions with
some of my clients.When I explained to them that I wanted to write a book on the subject, they
were delighted to offer their regressions as examples of the possibilities that wait like hidden
gold nuggets for you to discover. I’m indebted to each of them for participating in this book. Their
names have been changed to honor the privacy of their identity.I have a tremendous love for
regression as a powerful healing method. A regression shifts the healing from originating from a
personal healer and, instead, through a regressed state of mind, empowers you to access your
own healing information directly. Plus, it takes significantly less time. I schedule regressions
during a single afternoon that deliver great spiritual insight and stand to change your self-
perception where you understand yourself outside of time, seeing yourself as a soul, and
accessing divine guidance - all which shift your entire world.In the process, you gain answers to
your life problems, even ones you didn’t know which began eons ago and which you may still
suffer from. It’s remarkably liberating.Most fascinating is that Past Life and Spirit World
Regressions allow insight into what your soul has been doing over lifetimes, including your
present lifetime. I can’t think of a more exciting or empowering way to know yourself inside
out.Your soul has wisdom and purpose, which are accessible to you through the methods
outlined in this book. You may find that as you read the regressions, memories of your own past
lives may begin to emerge. It’s my joy and honor to be your guide and to open this subject for
your further exploration, while you begin to discover your own purpose and access the deep
healing wisdom and clarity that resides within you. PART 1 Chapter 1Your Soul Your
soul is infinite.You will never die. The lessons you learn as a soul are carried with you from
lifetime to lifetime. The theme through all of my healing experience and research in both Past Life



Regressions and Spirit World Regressions is that your soul carries a purpose, whether or not
you are aware of that purpose. In fact, your soul is in charge of your life. I see this repeated in
each new session with entirely new clients and from all over the world. Soul transcends culture,
religion, family background, and life story. I’m passionate about the infinite complexity of our
souls that incarnate for particular reasons, perhaps a reason left unfinished, carried over from
previous lifetimes. What I know as a spiritual healer is that identifying your soul is the most
powerful information you can ever gain about yourself. Only then can you integrate with your
Higher Self and come into alignment and harmony with its true purpose. This creates the
opportunity for maximum growth and empowerment for your present life.Regressions are a
profound portal of transformation and spiritual guidance. These experiences give you access to
deep understanding and provide information that can only be explored through a regression,
since this level of depth about yourself seldom surfaces to a conscious level. Past Life and Spirit
World Regressions are truly the Mother Lode of healing opportunities.Your soul is on a larger
path of divinity, reflecting your true nature in the human experience even in the midst of the
obstacle course of life, which can often seem so difficult to navigate. These challenges are just
what your soul needs in order to grow! It’s all about your evolution as a soul. Whether you’re a
newborn baby or a hundred years old, your soul is engaged on its path of purpose, and it has
much to accomplish. It’s true that the human experience is often extremely painful and
overwhelming, and we often feel as though we’re all alone trying to survive emotionally and
physically while comparing ourselves with others who seem to have a much easier life while we
continue to struggle with our own. One thing is for sure: everyone could use more help and
support on the path. As a healer, the kind of help I’ve found that comes through Past Life and
Spirit World Regressions is monumental and life changing.Your soul is a reservoir for your
healings, your dreams, power, potential, and even many of your feelings.It turns out that your
soul is who you are. It encompasses all time including all of your lives. It has a plan for your
present life that integrates all that you’ve ever been and will become. Within your soul’s blueprint
is your complete fulfillment the same way that an acorn holds the entire oak tree inside it.Within
you resides the vast and beautiful identity of your eternal self, your Higher Self. Once it’s known,
all you want is for it to take over your life so your life displays evidence of who you really are, and
what you value most.Unfortunately, it’s not only possible but common that people live their entire
lives out of touch with their souls, their true selves. When soul doesn’t find expression in their
lives they wonder why they feel hollow, unfulfilled, or even trapped.Our culture conditions us to
seek fulfillment through status, money, relationships, positions of power, the acquisition of stuff
and more stuff, youth and beauty, reputation, and even fame.The truth is, none of that is who you
are, and none of it can come with you when you die. The only way to define yourself in a
liberated way is as a soul, and through the qualities of your soul. Otherwise you’re doomed to
feel good only when you have the things that society tells you that you need to have to be
validated or legitimate.Many people are shocked to discover that having these things doesn’t
deliver lasting happiness or meaning. If you dare to age, or lose your fortune, or experience a



setback, you’ll be miserable if your identity is locked up in those things.On the spectrum of self-
realization, the more you express your soul, and are attuned to your soul, the more natural
energy is available to you, expressing itself as love, joy, vitality, prosperity and providing you a
sense of empowerment that enables you to live your full potential. There’s a point at which, when
you awaken to your soul self, things in your life start to change dramatically.As it becomes your
heart’s desire to listen and be guided so that your soul can come forward in every possible way,
your soul begins to awaken, and you start to feel fulfilled. At that grand junction, your life
becomes defined as your soul rather than a human who has a soul. And that is precisely what
you want.Listening to your soulYour soul speaks to you through your intuition.You can access
your intuition by becoming aware of distinguishing your own thoughts from thoughts that come to
you through an inner knowing, which you may refer to as your gut or your inner voice.As you pay
attention to it and take action, it will guide and shape your life. Unfortunately, we often ignore it.
But what happens when you begin to pay attention to your intuition more regularly can be
astounding to carve out your life in wondrous ways that you may have never thought of
yourself.Intuition is the ability to understand something from a direct perception of truth with no
need for conscious reasoning. It’s the voice of your soul. Have you ever had an intuition that you
ignored and then later it came back confirming itself as something that was true and worthy of
attention?In your everyday life have you ever thought of a friend and then the friend called you
soon after?Have you ever just missed the freeway jam because you listened to a little voice
within that caused you to delay leaving your home?Ever crossed the street because someone
on the sidewalk had bad energy?These are important moments to pay attention, where the inner
voice of intuition speaks.What you don’t want is to remain inattentive to your soul or, worse yet,
to remain ignorant of your soul.Your soul has all of your answers, all of them. It has a plan for
your life, for every moment and every day, and even eternally.As you tune in, you’ll begin to learn
this. And you’ll find yourself almost falling over to accommodate your soul. You learn that you
don’t dare not listen to it or rationalize it away!Regressions are a great way to encounter your
soul. The experience can be extraordinary and uncommon, where you shift away from how you
normally perceive yourself and into a very enlarged sense of who you are and the importance of
your soul.Your soul incarnates into the human realm with a body and life that has immediate
physical and emotional needs for survival, support, safety, and security. And although these
represent important human needs, your soul also has important needs to fulfill its purpose, learn
lessons, and gain experiences for learning and helping others.Wisdom of the soul is visible
through qualities such as: compassion, love, caring, generosity, for-giveness, wisdom, integrity,
and equanimity. Your choices and decisions can enhance or ruin your lives on Earth and
determine your soul’s success in this life and others.I was never taught soul as my identity.
Growing up in a Baptist church, I learned to regard my soul as distant and inactive until,
eventually at my time of death, my soul would be the part of me that goes on to heaven. It was
confusing and it also made my soul sound irrelevant to my present life until I died.You may have
been brought up in a family, culture or religion that disregarded the soul, or even suggested that



your soul could be damned or saved.In my experience as a regressionist, there is only love and
support for us on the other side. Your guides and teachers are always available to support you
on your soul’s journey through life.Soul guidance through intuitionThe more active your intuition,
the less stress in your life. The reason is that it’s far easier to orient the direction of your life from
your Higher Self.Your Higher Self, or soul, brings the power of wisdom and intelligence in a more
illuminated way than the limited human self can. It’s capable of managing everything in your life
in full detail. Checking in with your Higher Self through your intuition is key to your soul
advancing.I set up my day each morning by checking in with my Higher Self for a few minutes,
acknowledging its divinity as my identity and remembering that it has a wonderful plan for me
and all the universe. For the rest for the day, I try to align myself with it by continual inner inquiries
of my heart such as:What do I do now? (for example, when making decisions, e.g. while
choosing a movie or a restaurant, or whether or not to take a job, move, or marry this person.
You can also do this check-in during a crisis.)Is this the way? (Once you make a choice, request
a confirmation.)How should I go about doing this?How should I think about this?What should I
say to this person in this situation?What would most help this other person in this circumstance?
(By connecting to your Higher Self, this helps to give you emotional freedom rather than to add
the concern to your pile of fears and anxieties.Please give me a sign. I’ll look for it.Check in with
God to stay close. This check- in reminds me that I’m not alone. I’m being guided. I’m so thankful!
I know that by living close to my Higher Self through inquiry, I’ll have the best day possible in
every way. This means I’ll be guided in what I say and do, how I respond, decision making, and
problem solving, as well as holding myself to express kindness to myself and others. This is the
way to live from your soul and lead your life with spiritual influence. It gives new meaning to living
true to yourself. The latter is extremely important for your karma, which means that what you
express also comes back to you. As you develop this habit of living intuitively, there’s an
accumulation. Over months and years from having your soul preside over your life, you’ll realize
that your life turned out very differently than if you hadn’t lived according to your soul. It will
surprise you in wonderful ways. The more you devote yourself to this practice, the better your life
will be. I have never found any Past Life or Spirit World Regression to bring harm in any way –
only healing.Is your soul the same as your Higher Self?Yes. I use these terms synonymously.Is
Higher Self the same as God?Yes. It’s your God Self. When I think of the ever-evolving soul, I
think of it as divine, complete, whole, immortal, infinite, and originated from and forever
inseparable from All That is. Past Life Regression introduces you to yourself as a soul who has
been evolving and learning over eons. The experience is powerful to place you in a new context
of yourself. When I think of a Supreme Being or Infinite Presence I’m immediately in a place of
love, awe, and vastness. You may have words to describe this such as: God, Goddess, Divine
Love, Creator, the Universe, the Tao, Allah, etc. It’s practically impossible to comprehend
anything so great as Divine Love. I have many names and terms to describe it: God, Holy Spirit,
Divine Glory, divine Love, Spirit, Creator, and All That Exists. All names and terms apply! It
stands to reason that whatever created everything also created you. Our human senses don’t



fully comprehend the reality of God or All That Exists. However, when we reach higher, through
our spiritual senses or intuition, we can connect and align ourselves with divinity. Regarding your
relationship with the divine, there’s one thing I am sure - you and the Divine are inseparable. And
another point - the divine is an ever-evolving state. And so are you.Soul emotionOne of the most
surprising things to clients who come for regressions is that they cry during the regression, often
more than once, and sometimes with immense catharsis. I always keep a box of tissue on hand!
There’s no question that your soul carries feelings. Often these feelings are immense and even
mythic in scale. Rather than call them negative or positive, these soul feelings might be best
explained with the analogy of music.Music can convey opening, tenderness, inspiration, awe,
hope, joy, love, expectations, energy, relief, and happiness. But it can also convey sorrow, fear,
worry, agitation, anger, and disappointment.Sometimes, during a past life when you weren’t able
to feel those feelings, you carry them on to a new life.Sometimes the feelings are so vast, and
restricted by either circumstance (war, death, famine, migration) or beliefs (religious or cultural),
that you never had a chance to reconcile with them during that life or in between lives. Or you
died so suddenly that there was no resolution.During a regression, some of these feelings will
surface, sometimes for the first time in your life. There’s an opportunity to grieve a loss or feel the
relief of a long hoped-for outcome finally come to pass. Traumas that were endured can be
released. Confusion that took deep root in your soul can finally be resolved.Sometimes tears of
gratitude emerge at the recognition of a loved one who’s there in Spirit World to greet you, or you
recognize a beloved friend or family member from a past life, and there’s a profound sense of
comfort and peace. When there’s a safe space provided for your soul to feel its truth, you can
feel immensely healed. Knowing your truth sets your soul free.Truth can sometimes be lost
during the past life that was lived just because it was repressed for valid reasons: such as if you
were gay in a place or era where who you were was against the law or punishable by death, or a
war interrupted your family, or a sudden death meant you were never able to tell someone how
you felt about them.Your soul thrives with the expression of truth. Blockages to your soul that
prevent you from feeling your truth can be cleared in a Past Life Regression.
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Bob G., “Confirming, Eye-opening, Healing. I have been blessed with many past life and spirit
world regressions and Shannon's book was both confirming and eye-opening for me. She
explains the process and what to expect so thoroughly. She answers so many of the natural
questions and concerns that arise when considering a regression. I was especially taken with
the many regressions that she shared and how varied they were. I found myself connecting to
many of the regressions in her book, causing me to recall several of my own regressions and
making new connections to my own Life Purpose. Perhaps the most important, is how Shannon
helps each person gain healing insight from their regression and a deeper understanding of
their life purpose. I'm hoping Shannon will follow up with a second book sharing more
regressions!Sharon G.”

Sheri Winkelmann, “Shannon's book is a treasure!. I loved this book and will read it many times!
One of Shannon's great gifts is to take her profound spiritual connection and knowing, and make
it relatable and practical to anyone. Her transparency and skill as a regression guide to answer
and address so many deep concerns, with great love and compassion is felt on every page. I
saw myself in a lot of the personal accounts that were shared, and it filled me with a deep sense
of relief, as if I'm not the only one experiencing different confusing and painful journeys in life. I'm
so grateful for this wonderful work, as I get the total 360 view - from the human, to the profound
Soul level, and then how to take those treasures that were uncovered, and integrate them to
make a quantum shift. Shannon is a incredibly gifted and lifelong healer that takes her wisdom
and shares it with the world through the eyes of her clients in this work. Thank you, thank you,
thank you!!”

Nancy, “Wonderful!. This book feels like a perfectly timed masterpiece. If. You have any
questions like "Why am I here? Who am I really? What is my purpose?" In this book, Shannon
Peck clearly and logically explains the regression process that she kindly and skillfully guides
you through, where you find the answers to these questions, and many more that you may have.
I have experienced this regression process with Shannon, and it is life changing. Once you truly
understand who you are, there's no going back. You have the big picture now and it's so
comforting. Before going into a regression session, you may have your doubts about being able
to do it, but once you're in the process, that all falls away, and there's no more doubt. You're in
the hands of a very knowledgeable and loving master. If you're intrigued at all by this book, don't
hesitate to read it. Then check out Shannon's webpage and make that appointment. It's a
wonder filled experience.”

Lana, “Glad I found her books. Very illuminating!. I started reading regression books years back
and started with Brian Weiss MD. and have been very interested in this subject ever since. Now I
find I can't find enough of these books. Being brought up in a Baptist Church, the teachings of



having to be pretty perfect to make it to heaven did not bode well with me. We are all God's
children and I love my children unconditionally. Shannon's books reinforce the fact that we are
Loved and are not alone.”

Kaia Alexander, “Start with this book if you’re curious about past life regression. Fascinating read
about the soul’s journey through many lifetimes of growth and discovery. Great stories. Excellent
explanations. Very readable. Perfect book to start with if you’re interested in the topic!”

LISA, “Life changing experience. Such a great book!!!I loved reading about all the healing that
was a result of past life regressions. The sadness, guilt and questions felt after losing a loved
one can be debilitating. I found great healing in reading this book and scheduling my own
regression with the author Shannon Peck. Thanks for writing a book that we can all understand,
relate to and benefit from. I will forever be grateful for the clarity you have shown me!!”

Erika, “If you are spiritual and want to know more - read this!. Shannon is a gifted healer and
inspired author. I have read all of her books and this one is other dimensional! Highly
recommended for those on the path to higher consciousness!”

amanda boos, “Great book!. A very provocative read! Thoroughly enjoyed it. Regression may
be the answer to healing.Cindy P.”

The book by Paulo Coelho has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 16 people have provided feedback.
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